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hello

Bare Odds is a collective group of imagemakers and videographers who have always been passionate
about telling stories and witnessing genuine connection between two souls. We stand for honest images,
filled with unique details in an ode to celebrate you and your loved one altogether.

Quiet glances, coy smiles, the tears and laughter are all translated into still and moving images that can
stand beyond the passing of time, exactly the way you cherish and remember it.
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And here we are, at this moment, ready to capture your story.
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session

Prewedding
We believe there’s no love story

quite like yours. As each couple is

unique, we want you to be yourself
on your prewedding shoot. Tell us

the first time you met each other,
your first date, your favorite food
to share, your most memorable
vacation or even your dream
destination, we’re here to translate
those lovely details into a time
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machine of memories for you.
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Prewedding (Photo and Video)
IDR 32.000.000* / 27.000.0000*

Photo

Video

2 days / 1 day couple session

2 days / 1 day couple session

1 photographer

1 videographer

2 printed photo on canvas (60x90cm)

Social media trailer

150 edited photos

Prewedding movie

All unedited photos

All edited movies in USB flashdrive

Files in USB flashdrive
70 / 40 printed photos packaged in a wooden box
Prewedding photo loop
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*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
preweddings. Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree fees.
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One Day Prewedding

IDR 21.000.000*

IDR 17.500.000*

2 days couple session

1 day couple session

1 photographer

1 photographer

2 printed photo on canvas (60x90cm)

2 printed photo on canvas (60x90cm)

150 edited photos

100 edited photos

All unedited photos

All unedited photos

All files in USB flashdrive

All files in USB flashdrive

70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

40 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

Prewedding photo loop

Prewedding photo loop

*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
preweddings. Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree fees.

*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
preweddings. Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree fees.
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Two Days Prewedding

Price Guide

4 Hours Special

Prewedding Video

IDR 11.000.000*

IDR 17.500.000*

4 hours studio couple session

1 day couple session

1 photographer

1 videographer

2 printed photo on canvas (60x90cm)

Social media trailer

30 edited photos

Prewedding movie

All unedited photos

All edited movies in USB flashdrive

All files in USB flashdrive
Prewedding photo loop

*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
preweddings. Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree fees.
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*Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree fees.
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documentation

Wedding
It’s a privilege to witness the

moment when two souls exchange
vows to love and live together
to eternity. But there’s more

than what meets the eyes. We
seek for real emotions, deeply
moved by sincere love. It can be
overwhelming for sure, but we’re
ready to remind you to take a
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breath and enjoy every second.
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Wedding (Photo and Video)
IDR 39.500.000*

Photo

Video

1 day wedding photojournalism

1 day wedding videojournalism

2 photographers

3 videographers

300 edited photos

Same day edit video

All unedited photos

Full day short movie

All files in USB flashdrive

Full day long movie

70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

All edited movies in USB flashdrive
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*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
weddings. Please allow us 5 hours to create the same day edit.
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Wedding Video

IDR 24.500.000*

IDR 24.500.000*

1 day wedding photojournalism

1 day wedding videojournalism

2 photographers

3 videographers

300 edited photos

Same day edit video

All unedited photos

Full day short movie

All files in USB flashdrive

Full day long movie

70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

All edited movies in USB flashdrive

*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
weddings.

*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
weddings. Please allow us 5 hours to create the same day edit.
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Wedding Photo
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Full Package
IDR 67.500.000* / IDR 62.000.000*

Prewedding

Wedding

2 days / 1 day couple session

1 day wedding photojournalism

1 photographer & 1 videographer

2 photographers & 3 videographers

2 printed photo on canvas (60x90cm)

300 edited photos

150 edited photos

Same day edit video

All unedited photos

Full day short movie

Social media trailer

Full day long movie

Prewedding movie

All files in USB flashdrive

All files in USB flashdrive

Photo album (25x25cm, 72 pages)

70 / 40 printed photos packaged in a wooden box
Prewedding photo loop
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*Prices include crew airfares and hotel for Jakarta, Bandung, and Bali
preweddings and weddings. Prices exclude meals, transportation, and entree
fees. Please allow us 5 hours to create the same day edit.
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Special Occasions
Additional services for small events related to your big day.

IDR 7.000.000

IDR 7.000.000

Photo

Video

3 hours documentation session

3 hours documentation session

1 photographer

1 videographer

100 edited photos

Social media trailer (approx. 30sec)

All unedited photos

Short movie (approx. 3min)
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All files in USB flashdrive

Price Guide

Add-ons

Description

IDR

Additional photographer

2.500.000

Additional videographer

2.500.000

Mini studio

7.000.000

Projector & screen

3.500.000

Live camera

3.000.000

Jimmy jib

4.000.000

Drone

4.000.000

Printed photos in a wooden box

1.500.000

Photo album (25x25cm, 72 pages)

4.000.000
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Additional services and equipments are available upon request.
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destination

Trips

It’s a privilege to witness the
moment when two souls exchange
vows to love and live together to
the eternity. But there’s more than
what meets the eyes. We seek
for real emotions, deeply moved
by the sincere love. It can be
overwhelming for sure, but we’re
ready to remind you to take a
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breath and enjoy every second.
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Bintan | May 2021

IDR 25.000.000*

IDR 34.500.000*

1 Day couple session

2 Day couple session

1 Photographer

1 Photographer

1 Videographer

1 Videographer

100 edited photos

150 edited photos

All unedited photos

All unedited photos

Files in USB flashdrive

Files in USB flashdrive

40 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

2 Printed photo on canvas (60 x 90cm)

2 Printed photo on canvas (60 x 90cm)

Prewedding photo loop

Prewedding photo loop

Social media trailer

Social media trailer

Prewedding movie

Prewedding movie

*Prices include airfare and hotel for crew, transport; exclude meals, entree
fees, and other unplanned costs.

*Prices include airfare for crew; meals, transportation, entree fees, and
hostel for up to 5 people provided by Baba Love Trip.
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Yogyakarta | April 2021
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Sumba | July 2021

IDR 29.000.000*

IDR 34.000.000*

1 Day couple session

2 Day couple session

1 Photographer

1 Photographer

1 Videographer

1 Videographer

100 edited photos

100 edited photos

All unedited photos

All unedited photos

Files in USB flashdrive

Files in USB flashdrive

40 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box

2 Printed photo on canvas (60 x 90cm)

2 Printed photo on canvas (60 x 90cm)

Prewedding photo loop

Prewedding photo loop

Social media trailer

Social media trailer

Prewedding movie

Prewedding movie

*Prices include airfare and hotel for crew, transport; exclude meals, entree
fees, and other unplanned costs.

*Prices include airfare and hotel for crew, transport; exclude meals, entree
fees, and other unplanned costs.
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Bromo | June 2021
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Labuan Bajo | Agustus 2021
IDR 49.500.000*

2 Day couple session
1 Photographer
1 Videographer
100 edited photos
All unedited photos
Files in USB flashdrive
70 printed photos packaged in a wooden box
2 Printed photo on canvas (60 x 90cm)
Prewedding photo loop
Social media trailer
Prewedding movie
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*Prices include airfare for crew; meals and boat provided for up to 6 people.
Exclude entree fees and other unplanned costs.
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Frequently Asked Questions
We understand that you might have several burning questions. After all, we admire those who live
with passion. Here is a set of questions and answers to help you know us better. Should you have any
lingering thoughts or concerns, feel free to reach out to us.

1. Why do most of our packages not include albums?
While our available packages do not include albums, we include flashdisk and photo prints in a picturesque wooden box that we find more suitable to our market.
However, we do provide the option of a photo album a-la-carte.
2. Why do we advise our clients to not bring a huge amount of gowns, especially ball gowns for a prewedding session?
We do not recommend so, because we do not want you to be overloaded with too much to bring and create a hassle during fitting, as it takes some time and we
may miss the beautiful light from the golden hours of the sun. Apart from that, we find that your poses will be stiff and limited when wearing a gown. However,
don’t get us wrong, we do love gowns, but we’d rather one that won’t overshadow you, because you make the chemistry (and not the gown).
3. Why is it best not to upload and share the unedited photos?
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Because you have hired us as professionals to work on your images from start to finish, we would like to give you the final and best results from us.
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4. Why do we not shoot during midday?
Midday is best spent for our couples to take a break and refresh after a long morning of shooting and chasing the rising sun. Apart from that, the midday light
simply does not cast pretty shadows on our faces, this is why we avoid it in our images. However, if we spot a location with good lighting, we will not hesitate to
let you know and have your picture taken whatever time of the day.
5. Will I be able to propose my own song for the Same Day Edit Video?
Yes, of course. But we may not guarantee the use of your selected song should the director and editor have another song that will be better suited to the edited
scenes.
6. What is the difference between Social Media Trailer, Short Movie (Highlight), and a Long Movie (Full Day Video)?
A Social Media Trailer has a duration of 30 to 60 seconds with the best scenes that happened during your wedding day. We share this with you in 2 days after the
wedding day, so that you will be able to spread your joy via your social media as soon as possible.
A Highlight video includes a compilation of the best scenes in a perfect duration that makes for comfortable viewing, of approximately 5 minutes.
Whereas a Full Day video has a duration of 20 minutes and covers the full event of your wedding day.
7. Why is the Long Movie video limited to 20 minutes only and not more?
Because we don’t want you to be bored watching a movie that is simply too long, our directors will compose your story that is neither too short nor too long
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whilst still containing all the precious moments from your big day.
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Thank You

Thank you so much for your interest with Bare
Odds! We believe that there’s no such thing as
coincidence. The universe aligned for us to meet.

It’s truly an honor to be part of your life journey,
and to listen and watch a fraction of that. For
that, we are eternally grateful.

Contact us

hello@bareodds.co
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+62 818 0200 8868

